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The hues or the colorimetric purities of a pair of colored targets

can be compared with similar precision whether the targets are

juxtaposed or fall at well-separated positions in the visual field.

This is the case even if the stimuli are 10� apart and fall in

opposite hemifields. What could be the neural processes that

underlie such comparisons? We are led to ask whether the

long-range, white-matter tracts of the brain constitute a neural

net (where representations are embodied in the weightings and

signs of connections between the nodes of the net) or a

communication network (where the same physical substrate

carries different information from moment to moment).
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Introduction
In most people’s lifetime, there is at least one happy period

when they are refurbishing a house or apartment. A

common domestic task at such times is that of matching

colors using a swatch of samples of paint, fabric or carpet.

Sometimes it is physically possible to superpose the sample

on the surface being matched, but sometimes it is

physically difficult to bring the two together. How precisely

and how accurately can we match or discriminate colors?

And does our discrimination deteriorate when the two

stimuli lie at a distance from one another in the visual field?

The first of these questions has been intensively studied,

and there exist well-honed formulae to predict the visibility

of color differences for practical purposes [1�]. A funda-

mental finding, for example, is that discrimination is finest

when the discriminanda are close in chromaticity to that of

the illumination to which one is adapted. But the second

question — the effect of spatial separation — is only
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occasionally discussed [2,3�,4]. It is on this latter issue that

we concentrate here. Our psychophysical results lead us to

ask what kind of network is the brain and what protocols

govern transmission over the white matter tracts that

connect different cortical areas. There is strong current

interest in the ‘connectome’ [5�,6,7], but there is relatively

little recent discussion of the distinction we make here

between a neural net and a communication network.

The comparison of colors at a distance
In the case of luminance, discrimination is optimal when

the discriminanda are touching one another and it

deteriorates quickly as the stimuli are separated in space

[4,8]. Yet this is not always the case for color.

Figure 1 shows results from experiments in which the

discriminanda varied along different axes of color space

[3�,9]. Panel (a) illustrates the arrangement of stimuli.

The participant is adapted to a steady white field. In order

to hold eccentricity constant while the separation of the

stimuli is varied, the stimulus patches are sectors of an

annulus, and their midpoints lie on an imaginary circle of

radius 5� of visual angle. The patches are 2�wide at their mid

points and are brief (<200 ms) — too brief for a saccade from

one to the other. A concurrent white marker indicates which

patch is to be reported, relative to the other. In different

blocks of trials, the spatial separation of the patches can vary

from the case where they are touching to the case where they

lie 10� apart on opposite sides of the fixation point. However,

although separation is held constant within a block, from trial

to trial the yoked positions of the two patches fall at random

places on the imaginary circle.

An adaptive psychophysical procedure is used to measure

the difference in chromaticity that allows the patches to be

discriminated with a probability of 79.4% correct [3�]. To

ensure that the participants do actively compare the two

stimuli (rather than making absolute judgments of just one

of them), there is nota fixed referencechromaticity.Rather,

the reference chromaticity is jittered over a range that is

large relative to the threshold; and what is adjusted by the

adaptive procedure is the factor by which the variable

stimulus differs from the reference.

In three separate experiments we used discriminanda that

varied in different directions of color space. The first two

cases were for discrimination of hue: (i) The excitation of

the short-wave (S) cones was varied while the ratio of

excitation of the long-wave (L) and middle-wave (M)

cones was held constant; and (ii) The excitation of the S

cones was held constant, while the relative excitation of L

and M cones (L/(L + M)) was varied.
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Figure 1
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(a) Typical stimulus arrangement for our experiments. The participant fixates a central white dot, and the target patches – the ‘discriminanda’ —

fall on an imaginary circle of diameter 10�. A white bar marker, concurrent with the discriminanda, indicates which patch is to be judged as, say,

‘more saturated’. (b) A local region of a MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram [10]. The ordinates of this diagram are thought to correspond to

two physiological signals — cone ratios — extracted at an early stage of the visual system [30�]. ‘G’ and ‘R’ indicate the green and red phosphors

of the display, and the dotted line shows part of the spectrum locus. The vertical and horizontal lines marked (i)–(iii) indicate the approximate

ranges of chromaticities tested in the three experiments. The present diagram is strictly schematic, since different white points were used in the

different experiments (Equal-energy white versus Illuminant D65) and since chromaticity was jittered within ranges that were chosen on the basis

of preliminary measurements for each participant. (c) The separate panels show the relationship between normalized threshold and the spatial

separation of the two patches. The left and middle panels show results for hue discrimination along lines parallel to the vertical (i) and horizontal

(ii) ordinates of the MacLeod-Boynton diagram; and the right-hand panel shows results for purity discrimination along an axis where the ratio of

long-wave to middle-wave cone excitation is varied (iii). The data are averaged across participants and the error bars represent standard errors

based on between-subject variance. To allow comparison of the different axes, the thresholds in each case are scaled relative to the threshold

when the edges of the discriminanda are touching.
The third data set (iii) was for variation in colorimetric

purity along a line radiating from the white point and

increasing in the ratio L/M, with short-wave excitation

held constant. (The subjective correlate of colorimetric

purity is saturation.)

The schematic MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram

[10] of Figure 1b shows the approximate ranges of
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chromaticities used in the three experiments: The vertical

and horizontal lines marked (i), (ii) and (iii) correspond to

the three types of variation described above.

Figure 1c shows the measured thresholds, scaled so that the

value is 1.0 when the stimulus patches are touching, that is,

when their midpoints are separated by two degrees of visual

angle. The three data sets all tell a similar story: Thresholds
www.sciencedirect.com
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deteriorate very little as the stimuli are increasingly sepa-

rated up to ten degrees of visual angle (even though in the

latter case, they often fall into opposite hemifields.) In all

three data sets, to a greater or lesserextent, discrimination is

better at a small separation than when the discriminanda

touch each other, a result that recalls a similar phenomenon

observed in foveal vision [2,11] (This ‘gap effect’ is to be

distinguished from the ‘gap effect’ discussed in the

literature on oculomotor saccades.)

It turns out that there are several other visual attributes

(e.g. speed, spatial frequency) that similarly can be

discriminated with almost equal accuracy whether they

are juxtaposed or are 10� apart [3�]. What could be the

anatomical basis for such performance?
Figure 2
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A model in which discriminations are performed by dedicated ‘comparator 

opponent cells draw their inputs from local areas of the visual field. At the s

pairing of cells at the first stage. Each comparator unit draws opposed exci

cells at the lower level, (n(n � 1))/2 comparators are required (and the matrix

signaled by each comparator — as is usually assumed to be the case for m

projections is then needed to convey the results of the comparison forward
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Dedicated neural comparators?
In the case of luminance, where discrimination does

deteriorate rapidly with separation, we may suppose that

the observer relies on a local difference signal originating

in a cell with a center-surround receptive field, a cell that

draws opposed excitatory and inhibitory signals from

nearby regions of the visual field. But it is difficult to

imagine that discrimination of stimuli at any two

arbitrary positions in the field is mediated by an array

of dedicated comparator neurons of this kind. Such

‘dipole operators’, with two, separated receptive fields,

have occasionally been postulated [12], and in Figure 2

we sketch a model of this kind. As an explanation of the

results considered above, such a model faces a number of

problems:
Medial
temporal lobe

n cells

comparator combinations

nC2=
n (n-1)

2
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units’. At the lower level, representing early visual cortex, chromatically

econd level, there is a dedicated comparator unit for each possible

tatory and inhibitory inputs from the paired lower-order cells. So for n

 of comparators would need to be doubled if only positive ratios are

idget ganglion cells in the retina). A further array of dedicated

s to other parts of the cortex that might need the information.

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2019, 30:203–209
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(a) There is a combinatorial explosion in the number of

dipole operators required to accommodate all

possible pairings within the visual field. And separate

arrays of dipole operators would be needed for (a

minimum of two) dimensions of chromaticity, as well

as several other dimensions, such as speed and spatial

frequency. It might be objected that receptive fields

become larger in more anterior parts of pre-striate

cortex and so discrimination might be based on the

responses of such cells. This is unlikely. If a neuron is

to subserve one of our comparison tasks, it is not

enough that it should integrate inputs for a given

sensory attribute over a large area. Rather, it must

signal the difference, or the ratio, of the values of the

attribute in two, specific, local, and arbitrarily chosen

patches of its receptive field; and it must preserve the

sign of the difference. Thus far, chromatically-

specific neurons with such properties have not been

described in pre-striate cortex.

(b) The many dedicated connections require a significant

bulk of ‘wiring’ — myelinated and unmyelinated

axons; and the volume of wiring is known to be a

critical constraint in the design of the brain [13].

(c) Thirdly, there is what we term the problem of ‘junk

mail’. (Unless some additional neural apparatus is

postulated) the model requires each local hypercolumn

in, say, V1 continuously to radiate signals about each

sensory attribute to a large array of comparators — even

though this broadcast information is only occasionally

needed in the course of life. This is no way to run a

brain, since every action potential is costly [14��,15].
(d) Perhaps the deepest problem is an extension of (a). If

the result of the comparison is embodied in the

activity of a dedicated comparator unit, then — for

each comparator unit — a further array of dedicated

connections is required to carry the information for-

wards to any other part of the brain that might require

it for the purposes of association, decision or response.

This is a general — and seldom considered —

problem with the hypothesis of gnostic units or

grandmother cells: If words, faces, tools, concepts

and comparisons are represented centrally only by

the activity of dedicated neurons — an idea implicit

in much of contemporary neuroscience [16,17] —

then the information can be made available to other

parts of the brain only by a large network of specific

connections. The problem is not solved, and is

possibly exacerbated, by assuming the traditional

alternative to gnostic units — representation by a

dedicated pattern of activity in a local ensemble of

neurons: In the latter case, the distributed represen-

tation has itself to be carried forward by a projection

of dedicated axons.

A communication network?
In the general class of models considered in the preced-

ing section, the brain is taken to be a neural net, in the
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sense this term is used in modern computer science.

Individual nodes have a fixed response that depends on

the signs and the weightings of their current

connections. Although the latter are modifiable and

although the ‘meanings’ of particular nodes may be

difficult to interpret, especially in hidden layers, the

response of a node is determinate for a given stimulus

at a given time [18].

Neural nets may well offer a model for early stages of

sensory analysis. But is the whole brain a neural net?

The alternative is a communication network where the

same physical substrate carries different information

from moment to moment [19��]. The manmade

Internet offers such a model. In the case of the Internet,

what are physically transmitted are ones and zeroes, but

at any instant the local sequence of bits may represent

a pixel, a number, an alphanumeric character or details

of the source address, destination address and

other control signals. Local cortical modules may

resemble neural nets, but the required bandwidth of

the intervening fasciculi would be vastly reduced if

the fasciculi constituted a communication network.

The distinction made in this essay, between two types

of network, may be seen in the larger context of

the classical debate between Connectionism and Sym-

bolic AI [20].

As a communication network, the white matter of the

human brain is likely to be very much more parallel in

architecture than is the Internet. In modern man-made

networks, fiber optics allow high-speed serial transmis-

sion. In contrast, since axonal transmission is slow and

since action potentials are limited in the precision of

timing and in their maximal frequency, the baud rate

of an individual axon cannot be high. Our illustrative

model of a neuronal communication network (Figure 3),

is therefore based — very loosely — on the parallel

architecture of a ‘Small Computer System Interface’

(SCSI). In many white-matter fasciculi, there is a

distribution of axon diameters [21–23]. In our — strictly

illustrative — model of a ‘cerebral bus’, we suggest that

smaller fibers carry data, while the larger fibers carry

control signals. Larger fibers have more rapid transmis-

sion and are energetically more costly [21]. Since they are

also rarer, we tentatively suggest that they carry the

simpler, but indispensable, ‘hand-shaking’ signals, such

as ‘INPUT BUFFER FULL’. A cerebral bus, of course,

will differ from even a SCSI bus in two important ways:

The lines — the individual axons — are not bidirectional;

and the data signals, at least, may well be analogue rather

than digital.

The anatomical site at which colors are
compared
Curiously, it is seldom asked where the comparison of

colors is performed, that is, where is it that the internal
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Ready; Transmission in progress
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each address; Parity checks.
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of regions of visual field to be
interrogated; Chromatic
property required; Parity
checks.

Control signals, e.g. Expect data
request; Data request being
transmitted; Initate return
transmission; Input buffer full;
Timing signals
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A cross-section of part of a ‘cerebral bus’. This might be, say, part of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, delivering information from different

parts of the visual field to the prefrontal cortex. In all white-matter tracts there is range of axon diameters [23] and in this illustrative example (of

what is a large generic class of models) we assign Control signals to the minority types of large axons, which have faster transmission, and we

assign Data signals to the many smaller axons. Control signals subserve the ‘handshaking’ between transmitter and receiver that has been proved

a necessary feature of almost all man-made communication networks [19��]. If in fact the larger axons do carry control signals, then a testable

hypothesis might be that their signals are more stereotyped than those of the smaller, data-carrying axons.
representations of the two signals brought together and

collated? If the decision depended on an array of

dedicated comparator neurons in one of the pre-striate

areas concerned with color and if the stimuli fall in

opposite hemifields, then transmission across the

corpus callosum would be necessary for one of the

two signals; and so some degradation of that signal

might be expected, relative to the case where both

signals originate within one hemisphere. In fact,

providing care is taken not to bias the observer’s

attention, the precision of comparison of hue is the

same whether the discriminanda fall in the same

hemifield or in opposite ones [24].

Our own suggestion is that encoded representations of

separated stimuli are independently transmitted over a

‘cerebral bus’ to the prefrontal cortex of one or other

hemisphere; and that it is only there that the two

representations are collated and compared in the form

of abstract codes. The inferior occipito-frontal fascicu-

lus would be a candidate path to carry this chromatic

information forwards [25]. Diffusion tensor imaging has

shown that the inferior occipito-frontal fasciculus of

each hemisphere contains not only a component that

originates in the ipsilateral occipital lobe but also a

second component that originates in the contralateral

occipital lobe and passes through the posterior corpus

callosum [26]. If in fact the representations of colors

are collated in prefrontal cortex, then the number of

synapses is the same, and transmission distance very

similar, for between-hemifield and for within-hemifield
www.sciencedirect.com 
comparisons. So there is no reason to expect that

one of the two signals in the inter-hemifield case

might be subject to additional degradation or additional

delay.

Questions that are not being asked about
communication within the brain
If, as we suggest, the long-range white-matter tracts of the

brain constitute a communication network rather than a

neural net, then many interesting questions immediately

offer themselves. The most prominent, of course, is the

format in which information is being transmitted — the

long-sought ‘neural code’. But there are many other

questions that an engineer might ask about a man-made

communication network [19��]:

(i) Is information transmitted only on request, as on the

Internet? This would be, in essence, the basis for

selective attention. The reason that brains are likely

to adopt this arrangement — we suggest — is the raw

cost of broadcasting unnecessary action potentials

[14��,15].
(ii) Is data transmission continuous or does it occur in

fixed packets that might be sent by alternative

routes, not only in case of damage to part of the

network, but also during normal operation — as on

the man-made Internet [27]?

(iii) Are addresses encoded separately from data? Are for

example, the two types of information transmitted

by parallel fibers?
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2019, 30:203–209
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(iv) What error checks are there to detect corrupted

messages?

(v) How is the speed of transmission matched to that of

the receiver? Is the currently available buffer space

signaled back from the receiver to the transmitter?

Do pathologies arise from failures of control mecha-

nisms of this and the previous type?

Some of these secondary questions might be tackled

before the actual data code is understood. For example,

if our hypothesis were correct, single-unit recording from

the large axons of major fasciculi might reveal ‘control’

signals that are sparser and more stereotyped than the

data signals carried by other axons. Histological examina-

tion of the terminations of the tracts might reveal

structures that are analogous to the hubs of a man-made

network. In this context, it is interesting that an unusual

class of giant pyramidal cells have been described in layer

III of the parastriate cortex at the terminations of callosal

fibers [28]. It is here that the translations from one type of

code to another may take place, perhaps by the mediation

of dynamic synapses [29]. It will be instructive to compare

the terminations of large and small fibres.

Conclusions
Straightforward psychophysical experiments show that

observers can discriminate the hues and the purities of

parafoveal colors with similar precision whether

the discriminanda are juxtaposed or are 10� apart and fall

in opposite hemifields. There is no agreed model of how

(or where) this comparison is performed. Consideration of

possible models leads us to ask whether the long-range

tracts of the brain constitute a neural net (where

representations are embodied in the nodes of the net,

in the weightings and signs of connections between

nodes) or a communication network, where the same

physical substrate carries different information from

moment to moment. We have argued in favor of the latter.
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